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When she approached, I stood and shook her hanc r ,
She immediately retrieved a large white envelop fror 1
beneath her arm and, leaning in towards me, said, ' I
want to show you something." She pulled out an ol l
black and white photo of five women in long, elegai t
dresses standing on a parade float. Rene pointed to the
woman in the center, who was wearing a tiara. "That's
my mom."
nterview with
Rene Steinke
Jun Krause
There were a lot of things I wanted to talk to Rene
Steinke about. Her first novel, The Fires, draws heavily
on her experience with the city of Valparaiso from the
time she was a student, as well as the time she spent as a
teacher, at this university. At Wordfest, she read selections
from a novel-in-progress, a story about a community
of Fundamentalist Christians in Texas, similar to the
town she grew up in. I was intrigued by the fact that the
settings of her stories seem to become characters that
are as important as her protagonists and antagonists.
I agreed to meet with Rene Steinke one sunny afternoon
in February - the city had been pounded with a
snowstorm earlier in the week, and sloppy patches of
snow still clung to the soggy ground despite the sudden
appearance of the sun. Typical Valpo. I waited for Rene
ju t outside the Career Center (all the other rooms in
th new Union were reserved that day), and pondered
the irony of our meeting, Here I am, a senior in my final
semester, looking forward to graduating and leaving
thi place, while Rene wa coming back to her old alma
mater, r turning to tho memories and experiencing a
va tly diff rent ampus than what she remembered.
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Apparently, Rene's mother was the homecoming queen
when she attended Valparaiso University in the '50".
The story goes that Rene's father met her that night and
they fell in love. Another great Valpo romance story. The
university had found the photo in the archives and ga\ c
it to Rene as a gift for her visit.
We proceeded back to a conference room in the Career
Center to conduct the interview.
{S: Well, I wasn't expecting the union to be so beautiful.
t is really nice. And I haven't had a chance to look at
'ie library yet, but I'm heading over there. I was afraid
''lat the buildings were going to be ugly just because I'm
rt of fond of old campus and Guild-Memorial, and I
'a even sort of a fan of Dau-Kreinheder, which was a
terrible building.
,'K: You said you taught here in '94-
S: '93.
. K: '93. And you went here, obviously.
{S: Are you recording now?
JK: It's on.
S: Hello, hello!
.IK: Hello!
[laughter]
)S: Yes, I went here. I graduated in '86.
.J : And obviously we have this beautiful new building
1hat just opened this semester. What sort of changes
I ave you seen on campus? Are there any little surprises
hat you weren't expecting?
.JK: Where was that?
R : That was the old freshmen dorm, down there by
th gym.
.JK: Oh, that the old bookstore wa connected to?
RS: Yeah. You know, it was a terrible building, but you
always get sentimentally attached to places.
JK: Yeah, I've heard stories about that place from my
folks, too.
RS: But the new building are not ugly, they r b autiful.
A lot of times on campuses I feellik and thi is tru on
the campus where I teach th y have all these beautiful
old buildings and then they'll have a n w building, an I
it's just hideou .
JK: We do get some criticism for our architcctui e from
the '60s and '70s around campus, but I do like this n 'w
modern aesthetic that they r going for. I ack when
you were a student here, you were the c litor of The
Lighter -
RS: I was the a-editor, actually or Assistant E litor.
JK: Co-editor?
RS: Yes, with Laura Blair who was an English major
and went on to be a Icllon Fellow at the nivcrsity of'
Chicago.
JK: I don't know if you 'vr picked up a copy of' The
Light r
RS: Yes, but I have n't ha I a chance to really look at
anything except lor the lx autiful c ovcr .
JK: \Vhat was the ~en"le of The Lightcr back when you
w rc in charge or that:'
RS: 'Vell it was thinner and tall -r.. \nd it didn't lo: k as
prof ssional as the n ',\ vcr ion. \\·c didn't have the "I<1l11e
t chnology lor pro lu 'lion hac k \\ hr:n I \\ a ill 'ollcge,
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so our magazine wasn't quite so beautiful. I didn't even
write my papers on a computer back then. That's how
old I am.
But, here's my best Lighter story: Laura and I published
this poem by my friend Bill Rhode which was sexually
explicit. This was a great poem, I thought, so I could
stand by it. I didn't have any ambivalence about the
poem itself, and neither did Laura. Laura had this long
blond hair and she was very sweet and very studious,
kind of innocent, and she was horrified that people were
so mad, to the point where we had alumni writing to
The Torch. But I thought I was kind of Bohemian -and
wanted to be above being upset by what other people
thought. There was an English professor who's no longer
here named Richard Maxwell--who's now at Yale. One
of the letters to The Torch said, "I can't believe you're
publishing such pornography!" I was so happy because
Maxwell wrote this letter back that said, "If you really
want to read pornography; I suggest you take a look at
Marquis de Sade. This is not pornography," and he gave
this reason, this reason, this reason; and then went on
to say why the poem had literary merit. There was this
big scandal, but the good thing about it was that it got
people reading The Lighter!
JK: Yeah, a lot of people have trouble with that distinction.
What can we really get away with? Hypothetically, if a
good poem has the conventions of structures and styles
that make a good poem, should it be banned just because
it has a ubject matter that may rub some people the
wrong way?
RS: That' why the incident was so interesting. People
were actuall di cu ing the issues you've just raised.
JK: I' ne er seen an instance go far enough to get ink
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in The Torch, but every few semesters something comes
along that stirs up at least a selection committee. Now, I
want to talk about your first novel, The Fires, as well ,1S
all the Valparaiso influences. I remember doing a proje. t
on the Kinsey Hall fire -
RS: I love that assignment! I think it's brilliant.
JK: I knew that was in our history. As I was researchin.;
for this interview, I was .reminded again of the chap: 1
fire in the '50s. And then there was another story th: t
I had never heard of before about a student protest iII
the late '80s. They built some sort of shanty town th. t
was causing some sort of disruption on campus, and th J
burned down. So there are a lot of instances of fire ( II
this campus. And there's the fact that your book, TI c
Fires, has a lot of tie-ins to Valparaiso. Were any of the' c
instances influential to your writing?
RS: Oh yes. Learning about the Kinsey Hall fire W,tS
the way I got thinking about the idea for my book. I
was in Mark Schwehn's class "The Interpretatic n
of the Humanities" when I was a senior, and as you
know, researching the history of this fire and writing a
version of the history with your group is an assignment
for that class. I was fascinated this fire. When I did die
assignment, it was unclear who set the fire, and I W;\S
just really interested in that. The character of Ella
came from asking myself the question, "What sort of
person in Valparaiso would set fires?" I actually wrote a
poem, too, called "KINSEY HALL BURNS DOW ~...
which I published in a literary magazine. I didn't start
writing The Fires until '90, and I graduated in '86. But
the story did come out from thinking about that initial
incident. Then gradually, as I started writing, Kin cy
Hall disappeared, but that was the eed of my idea. I
didn't know about the chapel fire or the hanty town.
, K: You said that you started writing the book in 1990.
You were in graduate school at that time?
RS: Yes.
JK: Did you start writing it during your MFA or your
PhD?
RS: During my PhD.
JK: Did you use that as part of your PhD program?
RS: An early draft of The Fires was my dissertation,
a .tually
J : How much editing did you end up doing to that
document until it got published?
I S: A lot. It took me seven years to write this book. I
probably couldn't even count how many drafts it's been
through. In terms of major drafts - the first draft was
my dissertation. There was a second draft that I wrote
\ hile I was teaching at Valparaiso in 1993. There were
I robably four or five major drafts, but infinite drafts of
pieces of the book in between the full rewrites.
J T: The book was finally published in '98?
I S: '99. It was accepted in '97, published in '99.
jK: You talked about the film treatment when was that
picked up?
R.·: Madonna (and HandPrint Entertainment) optioned
lh Fire just a it was being published in '99, and th
cript wa written a year or so later. They could never
get financing. There was a director who was all set up to
work on the film, and various actre ses were attached to
the project for a while.
JK: Was Madonna ever attached, maybe as the mother?
RS: She was maybe going to direct lor a while, and there
was some talk of her playing ... the aunt? Oh, this is so
terrible.
JK: Hanna?
RS: To tell you the truth this book is very far away
from me. It's two novels back now, so it's hard [or me 10
remember everything.
JK: And I always hate characters' names.
RS: But there were various other artrt-sscs who retld !IH
book and wanted to play Ella, It's a pre tty diflirult story
for a film because or all the flashbacks in time, ncl I
didn't know this then but it turns oUI, a lot or 110 cis ~('t
optioned, but only a small percentage gct made.
JK: Obviously the scuing is vcry much Valpo and beillg
a resident or Valpo lor the pa. t lour years, I got a lot or
the inside rcfcrcnrc-s. Did yo I image what your inu-nck-d
audience, who didn't know all) thillg- about Valpo, what
their impression or Valpo would be,' l Io« did you want
to portray the city:'
RS: I guess two thing .. \\'hat I n-mcmlx-r i , it \\'as \'('1')
important for Ella's charartr-r to 1('('1 trapped. There
were lots or rcfcrcncc to Valparai 0 !>eillg (C)J)lll1illg or
oppressive. But I also \\ anu-d to ho« the kind or lx-auuful
weirdness or the town. I hope that «Ul1<' through. Like
the Big \ Vhcr l , ign, that \\ a cc-nu al to the pi('('(' lor 111<',
JK: I think the rotating root beer mug came in at one
point.
RS: Yeah, right. Just the beautiful weirdness. Some of
the minor characters in town were based on real people.
There's a restaurant that isn't here anymore, but I was
a waitress there one summer, and there was something
very bizarre about the elderly owners who I worked for,
and some of the people who were regulars.
JK: I think it was the little personal details that really
brought the story to life. Made it more believable.
RS: Good. Oh, and there's the house that's an
octagon -
JK: The eight-sided house?
RS: Yeah, I put that in there. I think all small towns have
these little odd sites, but I think Valparaiso in particular,
has a number of these really strange things that were fun
to write about.
JK: Your new novel, which you read from last night, is
coming right along, You said it was about halfway done.
Do you have an estimated time as to when that's going to
be hitting the bookshelves? Are you talking to publishers
yet about that?
RS: I have a publisher, if they still exist after the economic
crisi , That was the publisher of my first two books, My
ag nt has read the first half of the novel, but it usually
tak a year for a book to be published, and I'm hoping
to fini h it by Mayor June. So, at least a year and a half
at the earlie t, probably more like two years.
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JK: From your reading last night, you mentioned t
subject matter of Fundamental Christianity in th
community in Texas you were raised in. Is your intended
audience for the book members of that community?
RS: Well, I wouldn't mind if they read it, but I'm n. It
writing for them in particular. I just want to makes SUl e
that I write about them compassionately.
JK: Do you think they \Vould be turned off by some of
the things you might say about them?
RS: Well, I think there's already, even in the piece I reed
last night, an implicit criticism. I talked about how I
wanted to write about this worldview being challenge 1-
One of the things that happens in the novel, which y( u
find out later, is that the boy who brings her to the par, y,
he's not really responsible because it's somebody ele
who drugs her. In a way he's sort of a feckless charact: r.
But he's a member of her church. Part of the thing I
want to work with is that these churches tend to see all
of their members as one of their own and outsiders tS
bad. So what are they going to do when one of their ov n
is accused of raping a girl? I don't know how well tha 's
going to play with the Fundamentalists, so I'm definite ly
not writing for them specifically. I want the novel to ')e
for anyone who likes to read.
JK: Are you worried about any of them calling Yl)U
up-
RS: Death threats?
[laughter]
JK: I don't know about death threats, but saying, "I can'!
believe you said that !" I don't know how personall~
derived the characters or situations are from real people.
.I :Do you see this book as a way - I mean, it's obviously
( ritical of the Fundamental Christian tradition - as a way
of raising issues? Where do you draw the line between
I ushing the reader and then at the same time try to back
1fT, not offend anyone?
al situations. How worried are you that somebody
uld take that personally?
S: Not very. You kind of can't control it. I'm worried
.o the point of legalities so that I will change the names,
hut. the only characters who are based on real people
re minor figures. I'm fictionalizing them, but you'd still
probably recognize them if you were from the town, so
t hat's another reason for changing the town name. Even
f you write a character based on a real person, and I went
hrough this with my last novel, there are only legalities
if you slander them, and I'm not doing that. The main
problem is that the incident, the rape, is a fictionalized
version of something that happened when I was in high
'hool. But I've made major changes, including the time
j 'ame, and the people involved were not Fundamentalist
:hristians, as far as I know. And other circumstances
I ave been changed. It's just, like the Kinsey Hall fire,
( ne of the seed ideas for the book.
{. : I'm not too worried about offending people. I guess
I think offending people might be good, in that it can
<ncourage people to read and think, so I'm not really
orried about that. My main problems are aesthetic
one ---how to write about these characters in a way that
i compassionate but not pandering. The Fundamentali. t
worldview, in general, is very black and white, but you
want characters to be complex, so you need to write
about the complexity in the character that' brewing
underneath these somewhat simplistic ideas, in my
opinion about God and life. But I'm interested in what
kind of emotions and what kind of personal experi nee
drive someone to need to believe that the rapture is upon
them, for example.
JK: Well, you said that publi hing the bo k i hopefully
a year or two away. How far do you plan ah ad in y ur
writing process? Is there another proj ct that you think
might be next?
RS: I do have an idea for the ne t novel. I lon't always.
Actually, when I started thi new nov I I ha I two I lot
lines, and I wrote about fifty pag s of the n v I to com
and realized that it wa a diff I' .nt nov I. I don t know
exactly how it's going to go, but I want to write al out
the McCarthy period in Hollywood. The -han.etn that
I've created is a little-known actrc ss who gc ts involve I in
the McCarthy h arings. Sh just kin I of gets pull' I in.
The blacklisting happened v n to v I' minor figures in
Hollywood, so I'm inter stc I in that. It might turn ( It
to be a love st ry b tw n a J 'van I a .hristian. M
husband i. a non-Ira ti ing J w, an 11m int rr: t ' I in
both the confli ts and the c nne tions I ctwc 'n.Jews an I
Christians. I thought it would I { interesting to e I Ion
that, especially in the f Carthy p 'rio I \J he n so n urh
anti-Semitism was in the culture and was ronn: ct< I to
the McCarthy-ism _ I eli In't r aliz that until I start' I
doing mol' I' search.
JK: From rca ling The Fire", I lidn't ee any big clu <ins
to the time pcrio 1. Do you consider that to be a period
piece? This new nove I is : 't in th ' : 0 . "0 it' going to be
a period pic rc. Do you con icier either Th . Fires or your
urr nt nov I to be a pcrio I piece?
RS: The Fires is tc -hnically ( p -rio I pi '( c. I think it\
techni aJly s .t som '\\ he rc in the I(70 I a I'" th('re's
that ref rcnccs to th . per onal immolation . the Eastern
J J
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monks who set themselves on fire that's in the recent
narrative past of the novel, and that event happened in
the late '60s. I think there's also one other reference that
connects the novel loosely to the 1970s. But to be honest,
when I wrote it, I wanted it to feel timeless in a way that
Valparaiso feels timeless to me.
It is true that the face of Valpo is changing. Within the past
few years, we've received a new library, a new union, and
I suspect that in the coming years Valparaiso University
will see many more changes, including the northern gate
which is currently in development. But Rene is right
_ Valparaiso is timeless. Go ahead and blame me for
sounding cheesy or sentimental, but the spirit of Valpo
isn't measured by flashy new buildings. Whether you're
coming or going, Valpo, like Christmas, perhaps means
a little bit more. And that never changes.
I'll leave you with an encouraging last word from Rene:
"I'm very happy to see that there seems to be a very
vibrant writing community here among the students.
That really makes me happy. I would like to support that
and heer you on. Keep doing your work!"

Ghosts
M\chaelene Jewett
Inspired by «Whisper on theJourney:" a portrait by Joel Sheesley
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We strolled to the cottage
where we first made love
in the darkness, the green leaves
waltzing with the wind, the stars
twinkling like sparklers
scattering rays of blue, green,
and red fireworks as our bodies
tumble, stretch, and release.
I whispered, "I love you"
then, as I do now, but the notes
fall flat, escape the gray plastic
nestled in your ear. My chapped
lips and pale skin spark nothing
but blurry snapshots, moments
muted. Balding trees watch
our huddled skeleton forms,
haunted and splintered strangers.
I wish you'd remember
how your body pieces with mine,
a puzzle finished and restored.
I wish your heart still melted,
that you are still fire in my arms,
but only gray ashes remain. Her fog
will never clear, they say, as your stale
lilac fragrance assaults me.
I sigh, clutching a shadow.
Come Home
Kaitlyn Whinery
I'm not sure where to go from here.
My heart beats with anticipation for the next time you write or call.
The memory of your voice haunts me in my dream.'.
If only you would come back to me, so I could hear it once again.
I wish I could explain how deep the cut in my heart is.
You have carved a place there all your own.
I will keep it safe for you until you come home to me.
And au ki ked down the fences and liberated the cows,
milinz milk-whit mischievous health,
and omchow only wondered if I had been watching the whole time.
A Haystack- Song
Ilooked in pools of blue John Linstrom
where cut-out reflections gleamed
111 lUy eyes,
but left feeling wet.
I checked a volcanic crater
where magma singed my sweater
and a cave where the wind blew cold,
hoping for something soft in exhaustion.
But it was when a tall haystack,
loaded with earthy fiber
and loam
rose from the pasture,
shook off the clods of poesy
with a inging green shake
and du ted off her toned dancer's chest
that I knew who you are.
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Daeda us} Give Me the
Farthest Distance Between
Two Points
John Linstrom
Wow the di, tancc
between this ant
and Alpha Centaur:
might as well be
the distance bctwc ell that black branch
and the colcllaycr or snow it slc (PS with.
Like you r ski n
is , 0 Iar
beneath your shirt.
Like even ir J could scoop
handfuls
or your flesh, J would still IH'\'('r
reach you.
Arc the chill Iram« ....
or your glasse ....
actually pressing
those holy strung tr-mpl« :)
. o. Plea, c
Don't (ouch me. I am fe'ather,>
and f~t1ljllg
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Sha om Eterna
Ryan Bourgart
Perennial pastures of peace pervade
my upright posture. They expand and contract
with a breeze into my heart's hearth,
spreading warmth from the center
of my mind to the soft cushion where I sit.
A white waterfall envelopes
and invigorates me, washing away
vices. Enlightening wisdom watches
within, waiting for release
from vain vestiges of pain.
As the pure torrent empties
into a shallow basin, dry seeds open,
waiting to take root. With mustered
courage, I dive into the abyss, searching
for the lucid liberator that dwells deep.
I follow the rumble of ground and sky,
the click of autumn leaves with whirs of wind.
I roam pristine wilderness,
always finding myself
home in the all-pervading om.
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haiku arboreus
Robert Thompson
timber falling down
upon me, crushing my neck
oh, the pain of trees
I ~J
Symmet[Y
Megan Telligman
It's the feeling of perfect
unnatural order, when both
sides match. However,
we must agree on what
constitutes a side, what
must match. Sometimes
it's regarded as unattainable
in people. Although, we think
we're all symmetric (maybe
I shouldn't have started this way).
"Symmetry is never achieved
when strived for." It is a happy
accident, like the feeling of
finding correct change
or the perfect number of any
given thing. It is the reason we fold
paper in half, before cutting
out hearts. But our hearts are not
symmetric and we always desire
the unnatural.
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I once heard that the dust that collects on blinds
may become harmful - that after months of sitting
on the strips of vinyl, the dust acts like a sponge,
soaking up chemicals, becoming dangerous, deadly.
There is a minefield of dirt and dust laying on those
blinds - there for your cat to bat at, for your child
to lick, and for you to wipe away, disdainfully,
looking down at the streaks on the wetted cloth,
That look - the one we save for human excrement-
the way in which we hold trash bags at arms length,
creating a barrier of puffy space between
Our fragile bodies and that decay- but we know
that waste is our own.
Binds
Megan Telligman
Inspired by Joel Sheesley's (Jainting Householder Sona/a and childhood paranoia
"Young children, especially those between
the ages or one and two, can swallow the
lead dust by wiping their hands on the
blinds and then putting their hands in their
mouths. They can also swallow the lead
dust by chc wing on the blinds."
It's amazing how that forgotten sandwich
you took so much care to make this morning
changes to a moldy heap of' disgust, carried,
retching, to a rusted dumpster
Or the change lrorn a bit of' duvt coming lrom tiv-ucs
waved in f1ghts, dirt from play date..., and iglloreel
air filters, into the menacing partirlr-, I) ing
resting on those blinds, but \\aiting to attack,
I wonder if that couple know-, a t1H') tand
at arms length, as they fiddle \\ itl: their cloor-,
or the hazard that r-cst<., b('\\\('('11 them on tho«: blind..."
chopping up the landscapr: into livr-r-;
They continue on with their mcauinul« ra k
silently, oblivious to til(' eli carded remnant
or relationships that la) hiddrn. a thin f Jim of cluvt
and langcr, threatening to hun them
~I
Litte Poems about
Spain
Ellen Orner
Midnight Malaga
.
starry sidewalk, slippery marble;
rainy Spain, coastal October;
magic bubbles, street performer;
Gato con Botas*, tapas hour.
Dialogue for La Catedral de Sevilla
« C'est immense! » said the gar<;on, and
"The Star Spangled Banner" whistled the guard.
"Take this laurel, bless this house, give me your palm,
Give me your money!" said the old senora, and
No gracias," said we-"No, no, no gracias!"
Then we climbed the ramped Giralda and-
"Picture a horse," said]on, ''just picture a horse,
Falling from the top of this tower."
Saturday Morning in Rincon de la Victoria
Seeing Rincon through swollen slits,
Matching each step with a snap,
Uphill to the center of town
For a basket of burning churros.
Grip one with a paper sheet,
Instantly wet, transparent with grease.
*1 h own r f thi tapa bar explained that "gata can botas" means "puss in boots", but "Gato can Botas" i a play
on word meaning "fellow with a canteen full of wine."
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ntrain
Ellen OrnerOn a train is in a shell,
A module for spending
Hours of your life that don't count.
You count them.
In transit, not transition
Suspended but not in suspense.
Watching eyes that cannot see me,
Shouldn't see me, shouldn't be watched.
Long frozen stare, like paintings stare
Back at museum goers, dead.
Then one raised eyebrow,
The naissance of a smile
Startles me into knowing,
I am intrain alive.
,)"
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Lauren
Thomas Heet
My parents never allowed pets in the house, so every
year Iwould adopt the ceramic sheep of the St. Michael's
wintertide manger. Staring into the glowing diorama,
I was for a time a tike magi. On camel, I'd dot softly
over a painted shepherd's field, ready to dine with tented
king on goat's milk and manna. The Star of Bethlehem
was like nighttime medicine and guided us-aunts and
uncles, brothers of Moses-across technicolor deserts to
a swaddled babe as big as my boat shoe. My fists were
onl kiwis then.
A ca t-iron wood stove anchored our garage during
t rnado iren. It was painted black and we weren't
uppo d to burn tyrofoam in it-not even when a
nex pa kag arne. Of course we did anyway and it
turned 0T n r omething and was bad for us but we ate
<Y n ri Pop- Tarts and canned spaghetti sauce so what's
th diff r n .
. dad m hom from work on night around
pnl wh n I \ a in third grade. He had a surprise for us
I dr \ with him and m brothers out to a corn field
where he hunted in the fall. We parked the truck and 1C
guided us through the tall plants. The ground shook w th
the panic of hooves as we approached a clearing that h id
been matted down with the weight of a mother's belly. A
party of strangers stood there silent for a few moments -
my father and his sons and two shaking wet fawns. Tl en
we drove home.
My mother painted my nail once. For the remain' icr
of the day, I gazed into a crystal ball, escorted a gaL xy
through my backyard, and lit up Thayer Street lik.: a
traveling gypsy with a magical wand. I walked as if I I ad
the world's most precious jewel at my fingertips, know ng
that it would never be painted on again. Then I knoc ed
my teeth out in the basement trying to cock an air rifk , I
screamed with fear while running up the steps, watch ng
my incisors fall into a pool of blood collecting in my pa'm:
one ... two. With a rag in my mouth, I cried how I wisJ ed
Iwas a man. That man is twenty-seven now.
I think I'll fall in love in the field across the roar l
the Faulstich's on 17-when it's blanketed in a thick log
and fireflies are setting it off like heat lightning. I am
running in this field with her, laughing inJune. The in eo
constellations glow a secret green-emerging and ebbing
on the cool air. We hear a few hoots of a screech owl
hiding in the hedgerow and get chills from the neighbor
cows-the warm breath vibrating out their resonant
lungs and chests and throats like a lost pod of baleens just
wailing to the night like their mothers were dying. . I~
arm is sort of falling asleep under her head and she ha-
a thin essence of body odor and shampoo and we talk
about how you can only count the Seven Sisters if you·n
looking away from them.
iv1eeting in the Shadow
of the Matterhorn
A Recorded Discussion Between
Emile Ourkhelm and Sigmund Freud
John Linstrom
"1 began with the desire to speak with the dead," said
OI ~ contemporary critic. "The speech of the dead, like
OJ own speech, is not private property."
As this critic wrote these words he was ignorant of
th ir importance. Such posthumous speech, though
ra ely recorded, is uttered often enough in the chance
m ctings of the deceased on Earth. And trusting in the
\'cllldity of our good critic's assertion, we feel obliged to
on ~r whatever insight we may in regard to such elusive
di 'ourse. We may only hope that the following account
w. J offer some measure of helpful insight to the evolution
of Lhis"New Historicism."
Emile Durkheim, having wandered long in darkness,
or e happened upon the fancy that he might still find
one measure of peace in that most sublime earthly
reereation: the willful encounter of Nature. Having long
ince lost all sense of bodily exhaustion, he set out to
tra\'er e those many paths which he had never chanced
to experience in life, occasionally passing by the mute
gho t of the living, and only very seldom enjoying the
pri\i.! ge of encountering another soul of his own fate.
\ t rno t of these latter seemed to have very little to say.
It wa a brisk, sunny day. Mr. Durkheim was scaling
an Alpine mountain slope which stood f~lcing the mighty
Matterhorn, when, rounding a scree-str wn b .nd he was
startled by an elderly, bespectacled d a I man of hoary
beard, smoking a large igar and lying out in the mi lst of
the scree, spread eagle and b 'lly UI .ntircly nakc d.
The great sociologist approach: d cautiously not
wishing to frighten the curious figure and risk his mist
disappearance. Durkh im had his own inkling as to the
identity of the man b for' him hut he was too late to
offer a guess. The prone figure stirred to take a pull from
his cigar, and spoke.
"1 suppose you consider th is to he a f111ecia Iric-n I? '
said the naked man.
Durkheim answere I, " 'Lc t him n:joice v ho breathes
up here in this roscat light!' , J Ir: was not sure what
event in his life had instilk cI that quotation in him, but if
his hypothesis wcr ' corr 'ct h ' knew that it woul I elicit a
reaction from the stranger.
"Ach " The prone man \, f~lcetightcn ' L h( released
a cough which shook the folds of hi fled by body an I
he responded, "S .hillcr. Iappre iatr that enunu-nr but
sadly fail to share it -vcn now, after death." I lr- 01 ('I) , I
on eye. 'Arc you in much hurry, frie-nd?"
Durkh im smiled. ". .ot latd), J r. Freud." J Ie
approach .d the doctor and catcd him elf 011 a small
boulder b side I im, facing the ~ lauci horn.
"Your recognition of m) name dor: mr hOI or
although any wisdom you might have gained from me in
life would please me more deeply."
"1-"
"You wonder what brought me here, like this."
"Well, certainly."
"Years ago, I would guess, overburdened with
questions regarding my new existence and what meaning
I might find in a world apart from life and dreams, I came
here in search of the oceanic feeling. I speak of that
overwhelming and most sublime sense of connectedness
with the universe, eternal and unbounded, which is
said to be the true source of all religious energy and
is subject, in life, to rechanneling by religious doctrine
and other social illusions. Throughout my life, since the
concept was first presented to me by the good,-and
now, undoubtedly, the late,-Romain Rolland, I was
unable to discover this oceanic feeling in myself. I have
spent what might amount to many years lying here,
hoping to encounter this feeling in the presence of the
great mountain and this vast expanse spread before us.
In d ath, you see, I seldom find opportunities for psycho-
analysis, although its virtues doubtlessly could prove
beneficial to the masses of the deceased. I have therefore
be n forced to seek meaning and purpose elsewhere. If
only it w re easier for the dead to encounter each other
in thi hazy tate!"
Durkheim scratched his beard, unfeelingly, out of
habit. Hi beady eye had brightened at the chance for
int lle tual di our ,which he now so seldom enjoyed.
If I rna , Do tor you mentioned just now that you
n ount r diffi ulty in the search for religious energy, and
th n di mi d if Iunder tood, all religion as illusion. Is
r h, th n not supremel paradoxical?" Years of
litar and rinz had blunted some of the good
o ial Ia but Freud seemed all but put
fr nkn '.
th D tor r pli d nthusia tically. ' Yes,
it would seem so! But in reality, we can approach m
explanation of this oceanic phenomenon withe ut
accepting the illusion of religion. It is nothing more th in
the primal longing to return to the infantile state of 111
undefined ego, to which so many (millions, perhaps!) ; re
prone. These people long for the state which they 01 cc
inhabited, in which they could not differentiate their 0 vn
bodies from their mothers' breast. Or, perhaps m: Ire
accurately, they wish for their ego to extend outwards to
include the vast universe, They yearn for that prime 'al
oneness. In death, as Ifind myself now still active al er
my flesh has fallen away, I wonder if I too begin to ; -el
this yearning." He took a pull from his neglected ci~ar.
"Yet even here, in the shadow of the Matterhorn, ly ng
with my whole soul exposed and open in the prese Ice
of infinite grandeur, I feel not this universal connecti m!
Is this vista not sublime? Certainly, if Rolland's the )ry
be true (and society would attest to that), I ought to be
overwhelmed - but I feel nothing! What is a decea .ed
psycho-analyst to do, bereft of patients, barren of
dreams?"
"Well," the sociologist responded, "I can at has!
assure you that the institutions of religion, since y,)ur
day, are not what they once were. I should warn ) ou.
Doctor, that I am a man of fact and statistics. While] do
not, perhaps, fully appreciate what you say regarding the
'oceanic feeling,' your comments about desiring s rial
unity do ring true to what I have discovered in my O\\'!l
findings."
"Mm-hmm," Freud returned. He closed his eye'
and leaned back in the scree, his translucent skin shining
despite the shade of the mountain, and puffed a perfect
o ring which quickly dissolved in the breeze. "Per hap
at another point we shall discuss the validity of the fact'
gathered from my own strict research. But speak! I hall
be interested to hear how your science compare \\;lh
mine, Mr.-?"
"Durkheim. Emile. I should first seek clarity in
ope respect, sir. I care little for religious doctrine. God,
v\hether He exists or no, concerns me little."
"Good!"
"Historically, however, religion did once serve a
p rpose, and a positive one, in society." At this Dr. Freud
b gan to frown and wag his head, but the sociologist
V\ iuld not be deterred. "Hear me. The Catholic
( nurch served as an excellent institution to bond its
n rmbers through unquestionable Law. All variation was
C'l nsidered abhorrent, and strict adherence to dogma was
m .~essary. The individualism of Catholics was thereby
l« »t to the absolute minimum, and in the strength of that
co nmunity the people lived in relative happiness. This
is vhy,Doctor, to the date of my own death, suicide rates
ar long Protestants always surpassed those of Catholics
ar iJews - the Protestants are loose! Their communal
( ise is weak. My own studies clearly show that the
p iclivitv of Protestantism for suicide must relate to the
sl .rit of free inquiry, of religious individualism, which
it ecessarily implies. And I think that you will agree
th t suicide is perhaps the single strongest indicator to
n asure the relative sadness of a community. All data,
pl. vious to my death, indicated that these rates had
rc ched a level of pathological danger."
Freud was sitting up, and had been fidgeting. "Dear
G, d! I understand that suicide is neurotic. But so is
liv ng under an illusion, a lie! It is true that to some extent
\\1 all behave like paranoics, but that does not mean
th t uch behavior ought to be encouraged. You ask for
d('nial of reality, for an actual acceptance of one's own
de u ion. As I mentioned, that is absolutely infantile,
COunter to intellectual progress, and irrational."
But you just spoke of desiring the oceanic feeling."
Ye possibly - but that does not mean religion,
anel rtainly not the 'helpful' religion you describe.
1\ Ihap re trictions do assist in bringing together a
community, but in imposing a ommon path [or it
adherents it restricts their individual a piraLions [or
happiness and protection from suffering. If anything,
that unconditional submi ion depre the value f
life. It does not enhance it. Individual cannot find
happiness without option, and without th fr .dom to
self-actualize. Admittedly, religion av many P '01 1
from individual neuro es, but at what 0, t?'
"I understand, and I do agr that tra lit: na]
religion is not the answer. Any future religious evolution,
I believe, will move towards h ight ned tol 'rail T of'
individual initiative and ritical : crutiny as w II as a
deterioration of religious community. Equally J fill I
that social progress away from traditional rc ligion nee I
not be marked by an increase in suicidog n .tic social
currents - thi would imply that combating s ri ·i lc woul I
include combating civilization itself: I'm afraicl that I
must maintain, however, that religion has historicall
prevented suicide, and therefore sa In 'ss by the \'('1'
prohibition of free thinking which you (and I) fin I so
distasteful.
"The answer cannot be a r vival of' antiquatr I
religious dogma, but rath T th ' el11l0\ cring of' a J1( \
type of socially binding organization. In my work I
have sketched a potential model which J havr termed
'occupational groups.' But that "ketch can wait: t h('
important thing is that civilization find a way to build
strong, cohesive, large -scalc cornmunirir: so tI CIt
individuals arc not left to question their 0\\ 11 TIf~wo)th
but rather arc surrounded by rea on to live. The human
i a social cr .aturc Dr. Fr -ud. I elated. he i" I -lt only
with doubt and despair and ih ' unan \\(') ablr: question,
'to what purpose am P' Orr upation: I gro Ip arr: sil1lpl~
the means I have found to confront the pathological
so ial currents which I 'a I to uir ide."
Freud ha I bccntarill~ illt '1ll1) at the ()( jologist
during his Sl eech. 'I am afraid. ~11. Durkiwilll, that
you have blinded yourself to your own illusions,
religious or no. On the one hand, I see that you seek
to approach your problem by focusing on causes rather
than effects, and for that I commend you. But you are
substituting one illusion for another. Whatever form
your occupational groups may take, the goal is the same
as repressive religion - to dull the individual's sense of
self understanding for the sake of the whole. N ow, I
will never attempt to deceive you into thinking that I
have cures for neuroses, individual or social. But I can
help patients recognize and understand the neurosis
that is there; after that I must leave the solutions up to
the patient. The neurosis will likely never leave, but
perhaps the patient will be able to live with it. That is
all I can presume to offer. Similarly I would advise you
against the presumptuousness of prescribing the cure to
civilization's neuroses."
"But what you describe as the psycho-analytic
process is precisely what I have sought in my studies! I
have identified the negative social currents which carry
individuals toward suicide, and presented my findings in
a format which I think you would find most thorough,
meticulous, and scientific. It merely seems to me that
society will find occupational groups to be the most
cff ctive way to live with the despairing questions of
elf-worth which lead to suicidal violence. If another
ur' volve, all the better! But I think, Dr. Freud, that
b yond that we have reached an impasse."
'Indeed we have, and you have revealed it!
Y; ur problem friend, is that you cannot shake your
f ination with th 'social urr nt' concept. You claim
a I k f individual will power when confronted with the
un t ppabl forc of th ocially influential jet streams.
t I nn t all \ for the superego to have the final say
hi i th purpo f p ho-analysis as I have stated -
t inf I'm th pati nt f th au e of hi neurosis, and
th I' b r quip hi - to b better abl to combat the
already competing forces within him. Social curre ts
do not have the last word when the ego has a host )f
instinctual cravings to balance against them!
"And ... damn, cigar's out."
Sigmund Freud had, indeed, reached the end of lis
fat cigar. Upon noticing this, his image fluttered, flash d,
and broke into a fine mist, leaving Durkheim's scope of
perception. He had been ready to argue that the id \ as
but another set of social currents which move peoj le,
but only Fate would determine if the two specters wo ld
find a chance to finish their dialogue.
As it was, a distressed sociologist was left in solit. Iry
contemplation on the mountainside - perhaps the ist
thing he would have liked. The light from the setting. un
illuminated half of the shimmering, immutable peal, of
the Matterhorn across the valley. A group of hikers VI -rc
on their way up about a kilometer below Durkhei n's
ghost, and, as they paused to turn and admire he
mountain, one hiker with a particularly impress ive
telephoto lens was heard to say, "Isn't the contrast gra'ld?
It's as if it had a mind beneath that rocky skin and VI -rr
consciously balancing the powers of the Sun's impo.tng
light with the raw force of the shadow on the other side.
keeping each at bay according to its own wishes.
"No," concluded the hiker with the telephoto
admiringly, "the light and dark have nothing to do \ ith
the Matterhorn itself It is just playing with them." Thr
rest of the group, without responding, continued to
hike.
The mountain itself seemed to illuminate nothinz ;1'
Durkheim observed it. As dusk slid into dark, the good
sociologist wondered that he might be slipping int ,I
darker place himself
Historica y
White
John Linstrom
~ a~ sitting at a desk, typing at my own laptop,
s( nding mformation through the air via the magic of
\' reless technology, enjoying the faint afterscent of
: lss~eshampoo and the feel of my soft organic cotton
J -hirt (made in the USA, sweatshop free). This is
\ ndhoek West, pointed out on the orientation tour as
~I "~isto.rically white neighborhood." It seems apt - I
a: ! hi toncally white, after all.
Apt - unfortunately apt. Eight hours ago we drove
tl nigh the informal settlements. Squatting tin boxes
Ie "ned loosely against empty air, rocky hills rolled
to dram ti h . .a IC onzons, open landscapes clashed mto
rl ttcred d . .roa ways, pots and chair frames and tires and
a iaby stroller littered corrugated rooftops, mothers and
TI ll1dmoth d aunts sat i .ers an aunts sat in shady space or busied
them elves with repeated morning litanies while their
duldren r d h d' k .. ace t e Irt trac s to theIr day's self-appointed
de tm I d .c., unemp oye lathers paced or chatted or drank
and a c I k b' 'oup e om 1 buses full of foreigners rattled
through th k .e pac ed lIfe cape. Surely, I imagined, surely
with only a few days of living here I would b abl to
~rite a ficti?n story about life in the. s ulcmcnts. ur ly,
Just to step mto a house, to speak with a mother, I would
get the experience ....
Apt - annoyingly apt. Consider any Monday that I
take a taxi at 1:30 to return home from volunteering in
Katutura. Windhoek West, ncar th Car II nard Bc;x, I
tell the driver through his window. " h," he S'lYS. 'Yes.
That "ah," that too easily sliding 'ah." that SUI remcly
presumptuous "ah" do I look lik a guy who hangs
out at a backpacker hostel's bar? Di ln't I say nc ar, not
at? But he knows and I know that I actually am the
backpacking type. Next week I'll just a. k to be lroppc I
off at the Polytechnic. I can walk.
Apt - too truly apt. Sitting between su a Iy walls
flushing good toilets, eating colorful food: I am horne.
And it is all too historically apt.
* * *
Every school day I do the same Ihin/!, 10/Jm 711)' e)tel and lool.
at the plain roo] above me. I clothe n~}'le!1 fl{'a/f,'lo'l!te (Ollie] 10
meet Bredley. Then we walk to .1r!ZOO/ sunp!« as tlutt.
One day we were walking and l('e tcete alnuist hit h)' a bi"- ....
kombi full qf white people. The dnrer l( 'a I blatl. , and lie ltonl.cd
but he did not slow down murk One (II the l!,ir/I in l!t,' /dlJ//hi
waved at me. She had blonde hair and a br~J!,hl.J!,rf('JJslntt 7( 'il!t I/O
sleeves) and she smiled at me l(lilh the b~!!,.£!,f'11 smile 1 had eret Irru.
I waved back. I hope size did not Iff me IJJlili/l.J!,so h~f!,. IJr('(II~)'
cursed.
(('YOuknow, sometimes thevjus! dru (' l!trol~!!,h katutum 10 we
us) )) he said. I did not linden/fwd. ., Jou /,llfllt, 10 W): 'I-till/'
there~) a skinn:'y black !JenoJJ ' or '!-tllll., Ihut \ a lillie !tOUIl'.' IjAl'
we)re elephants or ,lOnlellzing." 'I/zm lor a millul,' 74 (' did 1101 If!)'
anything, and l/zen Brf(ll~r adr/rrl. '"] /zal'l It hal "!) dad wid,
too. "
"They're nicepeople, Jacob. One if them waved at me."
((YOunever know. "
"She smiled at me. "
"Yeah,' Jacob said; "like she would smile at an elephant
too."
T1Ie. got to school and it was like any day again. It was
hot. Daniel and Attan ran and chased; and they .fell in the dirt
before assembly started. I went to thefountain for a drink. The
bell rang. T1Ie assembled under the blue and white shades which
you can see through. T1Ie sang the national anthem, Ms. Jacobs
gave the Bible lesson, and we sang the school song and two more
songs. Principal Awaseb said something about stealing and Mr.
Kapuenene said something else. Then an upper primary teacher
came to theprincipal with a note. That is when we heard the news,
that therewas an accident. Menencia Bowe was hit by a tour bus
on her way to school that morning. T1Ie might not see her in class
for awhile, theprincipal said.
Then we walked in our queues to secondperiod. I saw Daniel
and Attan run ahead, but Attan was grabbing Daniel because
Daniel wasfaster, so Mr. Kapuenene hit them even though he is not
allowed to. So they.fell in the dirt again, and we went to class.
* * *
Entering Maponya Mall seemed as ordinary as
any other shopping experience. The high ceiling, the
broad pane of glass over the wide displays, the mindless
mann quin porting colorful shorts and plastic midriffs,
nd th nonde cript background music all reminded me
of ba k-to- hool hopping and gift hunting.
h n a colleagu leaned into my ear and said,
v " ird b in in th minority, isn't it?" I was a little
urpri d. nd udd nl elf-conscious.
That \ h t rtain focu do - they plant the
d f awarene which grow to let us know
ur n k dn at r at th KFC in the food court I,
f It train d ju t trying to ommunicate with the woman
behind the counter, who seemed to be entirely irritai xl
with the fact that a white who spoke only English W01 ld
be expecting service from her. Damn tourists, I thou! 'ht
for her. Swedish shit.
And I remembered working back home at the mar na
the day the Chinese family came in. They were in he
wrong place and were confused about where they W TC
going, but I treated them well when Cory was frustra cd
with them, right? Maybe I'm not like that KFC worker;
maybe I'm better.
And I remembered marching band camp, wl en
Joel marched in front of me. During practice 0 .cc
we marched down Kalamazoo Street, and Joel tun ed
around with his trombone in his armpit and said, "Wh -re
the fuck are we going? I don't want to get shot!" B'<ds
chirped and kids played basketball in the park we're
marching past. "I'm serious, do you know how m my
people get shot in the zone every year? Shit!" I ki \\
he didn't know, and I wanted to kick his trombone i Ito
his teeth.
But I remembered the high school cafeteria as \\e11.
I remembered the table where I usually sat, and all the
pale faces matching my plain bologna sandwich. I ( lso
remembered the tables which frightened me as I waL'co
past them, tables where I didn't think I was welcome, 1110
I remembered walking past them and noticing no V\ lite
people and wondering if such unintentionally r; cist
thoughts were forgivable, and if not, if there was ,ll1~
hope for me. The cafeteria was the true litmus tes or
the community, where one could see it divided as it '\'a'
in town. It was where the City of South Haven's nul'
colors were literally revealed - revealed and severed.
And I remembered, faintly, living in Jersey (:it~,
And I remembered it without the detail which ha inrr
been given me by my parent ' retelling of our . toI'
there, that we were the only whites in our Puerto Rican
neighborhood. I know that I, the neighborhood Gerbc'
b. by,was blessedly oblivious even when we moved away
in my fourth year.
And I wondered just why that ever changed, and
\ 110 or what it was that introduced the poisonous seed
0" judgment into my mind which destroyed my young
f( cial innocence and my ideological purity. Was it a
it acher I had? A friend? Or small town life in general?
( r perhaps it was the status quo of a nation of people
\ 110 were not yet at that time quite suffocating from the
Stressesof postmodern isolationism and categorization.
If that poisonous seed had not been planted, if the
n ots of racial recognition had somehow never penetrated
n . soft mind, what would have been different? Would
I have remained in contact with Antuann Langston
a. er first grade and continued our friendship? Would I
h ve frequented the various high school cafeteria tables
n ore freely? Would this South African KFC woman
'(-mehow sense the difference and speak more easily
\\ th me? Would I have actually been less interested in a
st rdy abroad program in Namibia?
At least two things would not have changed. I would
h. .ve still been raised in a house benefitting from a legacy
o ' white privilege. And the people of the informal
( tlements and of historically black neighborhoods
\\ uld still see the same pale Scandinavian emerge from
th kombi to check out the craft market.
I would still remain caught in my unchosen identity.
ould still be floating on the white foam of a social
w, 'e. I would still experience moments when I would
\ h I were someone else, even just for the sake of fitting
into" hatever context was convenient or desirable in that
in taut.
I would still be, inescapably and inexorably aptly,
hi t ri ally white.
,I
Loved Lucy
R, James Onofrey
The clock always seems to tick louder when I can't
fall asleep. I've been awake for three days; the person
in the apartment above me will not stop. If she isn't
wat hing "I Love Lucy" on maximum volume, Frank
inatra voice is vibrating my ceiling fan. I would go
up th r to a k her to turn it down, but I was raised
t r pe t my elders. Also, I'm afraid it would spread
thr uzhout th building that I am harassing the elderly
w man in 5b.
fin . r bczin to work out a beat on the
at pu hinz out of m head.
f th ilinz fan rattle in my mind.
h m God if thi
I look at the clock above my sink, five-thirty. I might
as well get ready for work; today is an early day at t ie
office, I have to be there by seven. Something abou 1 a
new client with a lot to offer.
After taking a shower, I get dressed and eat breakf it.
At the elevator I'm not sure what button to press, up ir
down. I press up. I reach the fifth floor and walk do. on
the hallway. There's 5b. I press my ear to the door and
listen. My hopes of hearing movement are drowned C ut
by Ricky Ricardo ranting.in Spanish. The person acn ss
from 5b walks out her door. She's staring at me. Withe ut
a word, I walk to the elevator and press down.
At work, I can't seem to focus. The words on 1 1)"
computer screen seem to dance. Co-workers try to t lk
to me during lunch, but my attention is on the slow d ip
of water coming from the water cooler.
I can only scowl at the secretary, Lucille. Every til 1('
I look at her she seems to shift uncomfortably. To rna 0('
things worse, she has red hair and wears clothes that 1 ik
like they're from the '50s. Her face may not resemble t 1('
fire-haired Lucy from television, but it's close enough.
The hands on the clock move slowly. Mocking n e.
It's nice to be away from the noise, but the silence i ju. t
as bad.
Slipping the key into the lock of my apartment, I c 1I.~
already hear 5b's television. And it i stili I Love Luc .
Is there a channel just for that fucking hov ? Thi i t I.e
war t it' ever been, her televi ion i u uali off at til
time.
I pi k up the phone and call m fri nd.
H lio?' He an er a on tant thud in the
ba kground.
'H it m. I \ a \\ and rin if I an ta~ ,\I
our pla tonizht. Th lad' up tair ha b n blarin!!
I ~rtelevision every night and I haven't slept in~-"
"No can do, man. I've got, urn, a friend over. She's
~')ing to be over for a while." I hear a prolonged moan
l) fore he hangs up.
I lie on my couch and turn on my television. I turn
il up as loud as I can. How do you like that? I think to
) ryself, staring at the ceiling. Even with the volume of
1 'y TV turned all the way up, I begin to doze off A
imrnercial catches my attention:
"This month on TV Land, is all Lucy all the time!
hat's right; everyday, 24/7 for thirty days, is an 'I Love
I HCY' marathon." This is spoken over scattered clips of
t 'show.
"Holy shit. .. " I say to myself. I don't know what to
d). Do I just sit here for a whole month and tough it
I) t? Or should I go up there?
I put on my shoes and walk to the elevator.
I press up.
I knock lightly on the door. Realizing Fred Mertz's
a ment with Ethel overpowers any sound in th
I llway, I knock louder. And, like some chee y horror
Iitrn, the door pushes open slightly on my la t kno k.
'Hello?" I say as I walk through the door, noticing
tl r: atmosphere changing completely. The room is
l Id and there is a strong, rotting smell. All around
t • apartment, on the floor and wall , is "I Lov Lucy"
I 'rnorabilia. I ee the top of someone' head lightly
ov th back of a recliner. I walk t ward h r.
, fa m? Hi I m from 4b, the apartment downstairs?
I ., be n having trouble I ping and I wa v ndcring
it ~. u ou--" I top dead in my track. In the hai r,
\ earin . a fading t- hirt with an image of Lu y an I
Lth I - 0\ red in chocolate b hind a onv yor belt -
i th orp of the t net of -b. if r ading my min I
L y b .n to \ ail.
White Co ar
van Gogh
R, James Onofrey
Before he says anything to me, he hands me a lett T.
"I need 150 copies of this letter, van Gogh," yes, even r 1y
boss calls me van Gogh, "When you're done, take the n
down to the mailroom. Oh ya, and can you start addi 19
a bit more sugar to my coffee in the mornings?" I g' -e
him a nod, and he walks away.
He never gives me the recognition I deserve, I'm
the hardest working employee in the building. T ie
others are either playing solitaire on their computer J1'
fucking in the bathroorn.jyet I'm the one he goes to 1 )1'
menial tasks, such as getting him his morning coffee, ir
copying papers. However, when you work for a compa 1)'
that is responsible for the distribution of a low-gr. Ie
sex lubricant that has been the subject of an array of
complaints-rashes, burning piss, the discovery of Its
flammability after vigorous sex causes candles to 111
from a headboard-there seems to be an overall vibe >f
apathy around the office.
At the copier, I think about how each eight hour ( 1)'
I work seems to take something out of me. Out of 11y
soul. Not only do I have an asshole for a boss, but 11)'
coworkers treat me like shit. However, this treatment i~
subtle.
It began as I spotted the gleam in their eyes eve r)'
time they got the chance to talk to me. They did 1'(
think I realized what they were doing, making sure tl L')'
talked in the direction of the tuna so I had to decipl er
everything they said. When I di covered this I rna lc
it my mission to make it impos ible for them to do it. I
would lean azainst a wall, with the tuna facing the wh trb .
cinderblock. A couple weeks after I tarted doing thi .
I e med to only talk to "NIr. Ci eaux: even th n it \\.1
no picnic. I had a choice either let them degrad me.
or hay n bod to talk to. I cho e the latter. Pride 0\ CI
o ial ani .
Th la t cop, hoot out of the machine and I gC(
on the levator. The B slow a it take m dO\\11 to till
1 .sernent. Before the doors even open I can hear the
( iaotic sounds of the mailroom. I make my way past
t e filers, stuffers, and delivery personnel, and stop in
f ant of the secretary's desk. She must be new. I have
t I come down here at least three times a week, and I've
J J -ver seen her before.
"Can I help you?" She says with a voice of gravel.
"Yes, I need these letters mailed by the end of the
\ cek." I hand her the stack of paper. I was going to give
I T a polite "Thank you," but I notice she is scrutinizing
11 v face, looking for the thing that makes me unusual.
I turn to walk away, I can see her eyes slightly widen
she spots the tuna.
This isn't the first time I've seen this kind of reaction.
ich time I do I want to say something, but that would
g 'e them more of a reason to hate me. Something el e
1 eds to be done. My actions will definitely speak louder
til words.
Six o'clock. I'm in my apartment watching an
e i ode of The Cosby Show, subconsciously beginning
t. ,formulation of my plan. My dog, Sondheim, lie at
t • foot of the couch, curled up, edated by his daily do.
o: Phenobarbital. Without that pill, he has seizures. I
h. t to see him sedated, but hate to see him with foam
( 11ing out of his mouth even more.
Light bulb.
All I need to do is slip Mr. Ci eaux some Pheno barbi tal
II 0 hi morning coffee. VVithin the next hour, he would
b ut old in hi office. Long nough [or me to do what
I'd to do.
I m walking to ~1r. Ci eaux'. ollic with hi. up of
(ffi hre ream ten ugar five cru. hed tabl ts of
PIn barbital. '-
, ttin th mug on hi. de k "H r . ,our cofTi . ~1 r.
u '. I add d extra ugar Iik y u a. k I."
"Thanks, van Oozh. Thcr wa a I raj r mistak
in the letter I had you opy y t rda . r i: tl f c I
copy, make 150 like you did y t rda an In ing it I '1 .k
down to the mailroom. Ju t plain to th s '1 tar what
happened."
Iwalk out of th r m with LIta \ oro. \ft I'making
the copies, I watch the B illuminat ' ( nc again.
I place the tack of P 1 -rs on th sccrr VII' s I sk. "I
brought some I tt rs in y 'ste rda to be s -nt out I ut the
had an important mistak 011 the 111. I Inc's thr fix' I
copies." I'm not. ur if' she is '\'( n li:t 'ning to me, l lcr
head is nodding, but h I' cy s arc fl. 'at ' I when 111 car
should b .
"What happ nc 1 to your car,' She ask.' \ ithout rhc
slightest tinge of hesitation.
"W 11, I got r 'ally lrunk one night picked lip a
butt r knif , and cut it off'
"Didn't that hurt: '
"Not rally' I say as J walk ;t\\ay. Turnint; toward
the elevator, J can sc e her tarin,g at me,
As I walk back to my cubic lr. I notir . a tillill'ss ill
Mr. Ciscau sofT! T. I slip (11) hr-ad till ollgh tlu- dool
to sec if' he is out. \\'jth hi head flat 011 tile' tablc spit
oming out of his mouth, ~ 11. :i ('illl \\ a in .mot h('1
war! I. J walk in c!oing and lo( kil g the dow behind
m.
I make my \\ a) to hi eh k and OJ ('n till (IIa\\ ('J
until I find what I'm looking fc)). TIH'II" tlH'y ;\1 .. top
right drawcr. Tile 1I1l glilll on tile black of tite
scissor .. I .Iap Ci '( ll.· b.l<k ('\ (·r.d tilll' 10makc III I'
h' won't wake lip. J opellthe (i 01 .1Ilel10\\( 1 tll( 111 to
his car. \\'ithotltlH'. italiclIl. J make <l qui( k c tH .• \ tIC.lk
of blooc!tripe ano 1l1~ tic a I Ic-t tlw cal f~lll illto Ill)
hal1(!: I lip il inlo 111~ po kcl. I lake on Ill. lie and \\ ipc
thc ci .01 (l('al1. !(VI,H ill 1 tllel11 ill tile ell<l\\CI.
I \\ alk oul or hi ofljc C'. t1llCI\\ in 1 11 ~ IW ,1\\ a 1I1.t
I load my suitcase in the back seat of my car, and get
into the driver's seat. Curled up in the passenger's side is
ondheim, already sedated.
I turn th ignition. "Okay Sondheim, let's go." I
turn the corn r, and make my way to the highway.
kipping town, with the tuna baking in the sun.
trashcan. At my cubicle, I pull a fresh envelope out of
my drawer and write OPEN ME on the front. Fishing
the ear out of my pocket, I 'slip it into the envelope and
seal it; the taste of Mr. Ciseaux's blood absorbs into my
tongue.
I walk toward the elevator.
Inside, the B glows.
Making my way past the filers, stuffers, and delivery
personnel, I stop in front of the secretary's desk.
"Oh, you again," she says.
"Mr. Ciseaux needs a book of stamps, he's fresh
out."
"Okay, give me a minute." She walks into the storage
room. I place the envelope on her desk, and get back on
the elevator. On my way up, I hear a dulled scream.
Baance
Jon Krause
"Tommy, wake up."
My brother's low voice woke me the first time, but I
p ctended to keep sleeping anyway. I rolled over, turning
n back to him, and groaned.
'Tommy, I'm serious, get up." I felt his strong hands
o my back, shaking me. "It's an emergency, get up."
"Mmmrrrhhhh." I opened only one eye as little as
I ( iuld so Brett wouldn't see. It was still real dark out. I
p ked at the clock. Five o'clock! Five in the goddamn
III rning!
"Tommy, I think Lucky had a stroke." I twi. ted my
IH d and looked up at him, quinting real hard.
'\ hat?' ow just for the record, being woke up
a IV in the morning and told that your dog just had a
t >k ha to be on of th 'or. t wa . to b wok n up.
I. p ially on a aturday.
'Ju t et up and g t down tair.. Quick." Brett
he pp d ut of the room and hut th d or b hinel him.
I pull d m elf out of bed and tart d g ttina dre .... d.
'I ' n
I, t , had et up for Br tt wa cramm d up again I
lhe dr r and I had to I an ov r it to g t a . hin Ollt.
Back before Brett went tell g had bunk be ds in
the room. When he left, Dad t ok th b d apart and I ut
the top bunk in the ba ment. Dad. aid it , a. n't worth
the trouble to et the whol thing III again lor tht one
week Brett wa going t be hom. I Iinishc I buuoninu\... \, \"'1
up my jeans and h ad d down. iair s.
As I wa walking down the hall, I coul I h -ar soli
voices coming from th kitchen. 10m an I 1 rcu must
have already been in there talking but I 'oul lu't make
out the words. ow, I had once St n what C\ stroke looks
like in a person before. Iy gr 'at aunt, 'ally lwei a stroke
a long time ago, an 1 she 'arne to visit one SUI 1111 T I a 'k
when I wa: in gra I' school. It xort or lookr- l likr OJl(' si k:
of her fa e was me Iting. )ne corner or her n ouih W/IS
pulled down r al tight like she \\C\' rrowning, but ollly
on that one side, and one t yc wa ah,it), tie> C' I h<lll\\'/I).
She couldn't h .lp but talk real ..,1°1 P), and I ITI1H'IllI)('r I
had a hard time figuring 0 It \\ hat he \\a tl") ing to S<I).
Wh n I got to the kitchen, ,\loJ11 1\11 I I n-u \\CI('
standing togcihc r nc xt to the table. 11('ll ha I his /II Ills
folded across his rhc st and ~ 1o III \\ ,\ haking lu J l1('a I
slowly. Lucky just lay there, pre wkd 0111 011 t h . kiu in-n
floor in a puddle of' his 0\\ n pis . I Ii tongu' wa hanging
out and he was breathing real hal I. not cau (' h '\\'a til (,eI
but I think cause he was real c an-d. lt ,\a hi ('\C' that
rc peel me out thc 1110 t. 'I hc) \\( IC'n't I ('all. lookill r at
the same thin,g th' left one \\(l poi1lted 11 aight lip at
th eilin,g an I the right ClI\(' wa tal in' at OllH'thillg OIl
th' wall. Both of" thel11 \\C'IC' ji ' r1il ' ba 'k allcl !ClIlh. I
remember one of' 111~ teaclH'1' tl'1lill~ \1 tI at thaI' \\ hat
our eye~ clo \\'hcn \\(' Ie 'p, thc Y ji ' ric' hac k anellllllh Ic'al
fa.t like that. I looked ,It L\lcky, tht'l1up at IC tt. lit' ill I
shook hi head. I lookedl>(wk ell", 11al tl1I' do '.
Dadlllr t into th ' kitch(,11 liOln thc hall\\a). \"hc'll
he a\\ the dog I) ill~ Oil tile' lIool, 11(' topl'c'd.
':\h hC'lI." 11(' ai I. \ 'c ,til (CHI Ilh('1 ·101 a 1ll011H'llt
looking- dm\ 11 al Ihe dog. \\c didn'l kilO" \\ hat it \\.\ \\ C'
were supposed to do, but we did know we didn't want to
do it. After a time, Dad breathed out heavy and looked
up at Brett.
"C'mon, Brett, get his legs," he said as he bent down
over Lucky's head.
"Where we takin' him?" Brett said, and he stared at
Dad with a kind of challenge in his eye. His arms stayed
folded across his chest.
"We're takin' him outside."
"You ain't shootin' our dog," Brett said right away.
Dad slowly stood back up. A look of disbelief came
over his face for a moment, and then he looked just plain
mad.
"What'd you say?"
"I said you ain't shootin' him," said Brett. "It's
inhumane."
"Well, he ain't a hue-main," said Dad. "He's a dog.
And I sure as hell ain't payin' thousands of dollars to
k p orne cripple dog alive. Now pick up his legs and
I t go."
, We d n't even know what's wrong with him," Brett
aid. "You d n't know that's what's gonna happen." Dad
had don th am thing a few years ago when Lucky
lipped on th ba k patio tail's and hurt his leg. We all
th uzht that mayb h had torn orne important tendon
or m thinz nd would n d surgery. Dad was going to
h t th d O' th n but w onvin d him to take Lucky
t th t. 1 h x-ray h wed that nothing was torn and
uckv z t b tt r on hi own.
k L him Br tt,' Dad aid. "You r ally think
nn . t b tt r ft r thi on ?'
I d n t knox but ou don t knov that either' Br tt
id. h t\\ tar d at h th r f r a little v hil .
1 n nd I .u t k pt qui Wc sh uld tak him to ee
r. K
h th uzht thi '1'. Fine
he said. "Now get his legs and help me get him in t le
truck."
I got to ride in the back of Dad's old pickup tn. 'k
with Lucky on the way to the vet. It was my job to kc 'P
him still, to make sure he either didn't jump out or f t
tossed around inside the truck bed during the ride. Tile
dog's big brown head lay in my lap, and he kept tryi 19
to look up at me with his big scared eyes. Well, he tri: d,
but most the time his eyes wouldn't let him. I looked at
the spots of grey that were starting to show up on his f ce
and thought about all the years we've had him aroui d.
thought about losing him. We'd had the dog most ly
life, ever since our last dog, Bess, died of cancer whe 1 I
was four. Dad wanted to train Lucky to be a hunting )g.
but he was completely gun shy. He had always acted J kc
a puppy, even as he got older. He was always jump 19
around trying to play.
I didn't want to think about that anymore, so
I looked up. The sun was just starting to rise. Be re.
frozen fields and shelterbelts flew past on the either s de
of the road. My hair was getting tossed around in 1he
cold November air. In the cab, Dad and Bret would
sometimes say a few words to each other, then get all
silent for a while. I couldn't hear exactly what they \\ \ rr
saying because of the wind.
Lucky tried to roll over, but his paws ju t era] cd
against the floor of the truck bed. I held him down a id
he gave up after a few tries. I turned my head to cc
where we were going. The vet' office wa till a fe" rrn co,
off.
\ V could hear all the other dog barking and ratthn~
th ir ag in the back a, at in the \ aiting room 01
th \ et offic. The animal m 11\\ a 0 thick ou could
almo t ta te it. tel' \ aitinz for about five minute. DI
all d u ba k into a ramp d littl room. \ \T h,Hi
t, slide Lucky across the linoleum floor to get him in
tb re, and after a few tries we decided just to leave him
o 1 the floor instead of putting him up on the counter.
I I: Keese took a little flashlight and looked into Lucky's
c es and ears. "You poor baby," she said as she pet the
t(IP of his head. Lucky whimpered.
Dr. Keese took some blood from Lucky and went
t' rough a sliding door in the back of the room to where
, ',e could test it. Brett and I sat on the floor, holding
I Icky down, and Dad was leaning up against the
) mter. No one spoke. After a few minutes, Dr. Keese
c. ne back.
"Well, the good news is it isn't a stroke," she said.
"What is it then?" asked Brett.
"It's a condition known as peripheral vestibular
eh order."
Dad stood up from the counter. "Now what the hell
d ' that mean?"
Dr. Keese dropped to her knees and stroked Lucky's
It ' It means he's got an infection in his inner ear."
"What, you mean in his brain?"
'Your inner ear isn't your brain," Brett said. "It
n an your cock ... cockli ... "
Dad snorted and rolled hi eyes.
Cochlea," Dr. Keese corrected him. "The infection
making it hard for him to keep his balance. Iwouldn't
it' ommon but it does happen from time to time in
() icr dog. , e pecially in larger breed ."
i thi gonna kill him or what?" Dad said. "How
I( ~ he got?
h no, it i n't fatal,' aid Dr. K . Dad cowl d.
H\' hat about medication.' aid Brett. 'Shouldn't
\\( b 'vin' him pill or omething?'
"1 ould pre ribe an antibiotic but it probably
\\oUldn t do mu h good,' aid Dr. Kee. . "Th be:t
~hin for him now i I' t. h infl cti n. h uld pa:. on
H own.
"How long will that b ?' Dad r d hi arms an I
leaned back onto the count r.
''A few week, mayb " aid Dr. i . "He's gonna
need a lot of love for th n xt few da s. He II n 'I hell
eating, getting outside to do hi. I usincs: ... "
''Ah hell, that's ju t gr at, ' Dad. ai l.
Brett looked back at Dad. '\V, can take an e f him,"
he said as he nodd d hi, head toward I 1e. J l« I t quiet
and looked at Lucky. "It won't be too much trouhl -.'
"Shut up, Brett," Dad. aiel. Br: It turnr I I ark to
Dr. Keese.
"You guys I t m know if his ('( 11 lition 'hanges at
all, ok?" said Dr. K' .sc. 1 rcu shook hands \ iih her.
Thank. (or y ur he lp," he said. I a I cou,g!lecl
loudly and turn d to leave. HI' It and I started I ushillg
Lucky back towards the waiting room.
Aft r a long argument I ad let I ITtl I>rillg Lu: k)
back into the house. \\'e pull' I hin into the Ii, ing 100111
and left him lying on the carpet IH xt to thr: ( out h. l Ir-
kept trying to get up and walk aroun I. but he 11('\C" [uit«
got up to his feet before h cravh I ba( k Ic'" I • ( IIC C' or
twice he was able to g t up for long elwugh to take 0111'
wobbly step be fore h f('11. \\'!lell he lJ icc! to .,tancl. hi
head would twist as far a" it r oukl io (1)(' i 1<-. Ithollght
it waul I b hare! to alway" ('c ('\c'rylhing tiltc'd ide"a)
like that. On the floor, he would roll around. kicking hi
ba k I gs to push hirnsc If' around ill ( irr lcs. ftc I aholll
fificcn minutes of' lhi", I ael got 0 mad ih.u lu Illad, II
haul him back out to the ).\1 d.
"\ "hat a g-oc!lamn tuhlxn II. rupid do r:' Ill'
muucrc 110 him elf: "J)()(' nr c, 'II J('.lli/( Ill" ;tll't talld
on his 0\\ n ('('I."
~rom wa in tlw kitchell fI.·ill' c1illlll'f. ' II "hat'
\\TOI1~ \\ ilh him.)" 11(' a ked.
"Hc ha. all il1f'Ttioll ill hi Iwacl:' J • c1.m \\I'J( d.
"Ill hi inncr ('ac" I lell .Iiel, "'J h.It' \ ht')e )1111 1<'
,I
sense of balance comes from. There's this little thing
in there that's full of liquid, and when the liquid sloshes
around you know that you're off halance."
"They teach you that at school?" said Dad. Brett
didn't answer.
Mom handed me a stack of plates and I started
setting the table. Dad sat down in his place and Brett
helped Mom move all the serving dishes over to the
table. We all sat down, said our prayers, and dug in.
"So is he going to be like this forever?" said Mom.
"No, he'll get better on his own in a few weeks," said
Brett. "We're gonna have to look out for him until then,
make him as comfortable as possible."
"Careful," Dad said. "This isn't some family
member you're talkin' about. It's a dog."
"Lucky's part of the family," Brett said. He put his
fork down on his plate. "We've had him for years. Of
course he's part of the family."
"H 's useless," Dad said. "He's the most useless dog
I've ever seen." No one was eating now except Dad. He
kept bringing the fork from his plate to his mouth as he
talked. Mom and I just sat there, looking back and forth
at whoever was talking.
JU t cause he won't go huntin' with you don't make
him u le .'
Cour e it doe. He doe n't do anything. He's
u I Br tt aot real quiet for a while. I could tell
h wa thinking for som thing to ay. His face got real
h Br tt id. I do.'
u mu t think I m pr tty tupid th n. Am I
7
right?" Brett just stared at him. Everyone just sat th re
in the silence. Noone even breathed.
"Unbelievable," Dad said, and he continued eati 19o
We sat like that for a moment, not saying anythi 19,
while Dad shoveled forkfuls of food into his mouth Ike
we weren't even there. Brett stood quickly and wall ed
straight out the back door. No one spoke for the rest of
the meal.
After we had finished dinner, I cleared the plates ( nd
washed them in the sink., Dad scooped up all the left ocr
food into Tupperware containers. When all the wirk
was done, he went out into the living room and tun cd
on the TV I went out to the back porch.
Brett was sitting there on the step watching Lu oky
roll around in the yard. The dog seemed to be ding
better on the grass than he was doing inside. He vas
able to take a few steps before he fell back down, )U!
he could only move around in a circle because of he
way his head was tilted to the side. He did this over; nd
over.
I went and sat down next to Brett. He wasn't cr, ing
or anything, but he looked real sad. I thought f( r a
long time about what I should say. I couldn't think of
anything. Instead, we just sat there and watched the flog
spin in circles and fall down again and again. Finally. I
said something.
"Why'd we have to go and have such a stupid de ~?"
"He ain't stupid," Brett said. "He just don't ki 0\\
which way is up is all." I looked over at my brother. but
he kept taring off into the distance. He would go b,lek
to college in less than a week. Iknew I would mi [um.
"He'll g t better, I think' I aid.
"Yeah" Brett aid with a igh. " ure he "ill."
ver the River
nd Through
the Corn
Ellen Orner
At least every six months) my family makes a trip to visit
II. mom's parents in Lawrence) Kansas. PapaCarl is a native:
lt sreio up in nearby Wellsville) hopping fences and losing his
.I! laces. Grandmama grew up in a mansion in Turkey; and still
d, sn': realize what Kansas is, or why she is living there. The
II cf them met on the American military base in Irmu; when
C mdmamn was twenty-six and sold PapaCarl, a young Air Force
en neet; his pack qf cigarettes. But we are talking now of their
JI( se in Lawrence, so different from any other reality. The car ride
I~ 'elue hours, but we try never to stay longer than three days. .J4f
(// always fatter when we leave.
I... ry morning, PapaCarl leaves for Burger King coffee
at 0 5 h: am, w en he's running late. Aunt Germaine
ar 1\'C with breve lattes from the Bourgeois Pig around
11 tm 10:30when he's running early. Uncle Alan snores
Oil th air mattres by the front door until coffee time.
p.' c arl come back about 8 am, tiptoeing through the
kl h n t avoid waking me on the living room ouch, but
I( n h ar hi emphy emic breathing ov r hi. s ft. hum .
~)ad wak me at 9 demanding to know if Iwant ggs
?I l?r akfa t and randmama emerges around 1 1 :30
IIllnn bonjour and demanding to know \Vh drank h r
latte. Mom enter the kitchen in tim for I rc aklast, tH cr
without having sh wered and blov - Iri I h -r mass: s or
burnished opper hair.
the smell is if njJe1zin,E;apples and dav old 1)J('(Jr!. ,!IY'i
apples, specifically. they re crisper. .II -eet I: liz tiles are sntooth
terra cotta, mostly cool but I arm in odd /H"(h\. bul.J'Oll (fill
only feel it with no ocks. the bi!,hl om . fium three .IOU1(l'.I: Ihl'
dim ceiLingfi tures, the brilliant .I/ON ":~hl, and th j)If/111 rnncdrd
window beside the trash can. {i! looks out 01/ thr iu ':!!,hboJ:\. I)}o{/(I
slatted side fence and several oo.:in,~ /)i1/('I. thr /1('('1 at. gflJ.!!,f/11111f1J1
and monstrously u.g£y; Ihe.!fll(f If('/11 I 10 grolt' aiound tli 1/1. 110 (JII('
ever talks about them.)
a tuio-stet: ladder sits in tlic oll(l' clutter rI an ttn u-tth
the microwave, j)lwllfbookl, Hll1/!,n Ii Ill.!!, hone: mustard jWdil'/l,
and dried uj) 111:l.!,hlz:l.!,hlfT.l.JOU sit 011 that 1 ohm ym II'(/1l1 10 hul,
and hear uihal's going on a! the samr timr. IIIl vnuu] I I (/ 11I.llhl
buzzing, a . qji hi.l.ling, ([.!unta(( rull/h/f, (J hili;' (!/ IUllllmO II'fill I
an intermiLfenlleajJolullilllf. 11zr/(/I!t 11I1;'111.11c!1l11il ml1l11jlll lUll.
i have nel'er once 1 '(/lkerllll1m~f!,1z il Oil IIIl {( f~) 10 lIlt '/((111 '( I, fill
Ihe wqy oul Ihe r/OO1; Oil Ilzf It (~)' 10 tlmllll. fill IIIl ll'f~) ;'flf I. /10111
dinner, on Ihe l{I(D' 10 jl1lr1 \01lll/JlO((' 10 r~) It ·ill101I1 I/fI/'jlllll 11/
open the black ([nd Ifw J]'i(~l!,(' 1111h (/ I /fI( 1,(rI jdl1llir /1l11lrlll (/ml
dZ:f!,.gingIhmz~1.!,1till /)If/llir I mjJ/"rljm/l 10 finrl Willi Ihill.!!, III /Jlil ill
~)' moulh.
Granclmama's kite hen. lik' till I t of tlJ(' hOIl c. i
uncCJlIi\'(>call~ h ... , and not Pap,l ,1I r. (11 1J,1I11l'. I!c-
ook as much a he he fill til hid 'I' "ith it gllllClic.
the pan1r: \\ ith it .i.lr of 'I III ki h oli\ I' . it ,dlll11ilJlll11
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cans of olive oil. He keeps the top of the microwave
stocked with pie from "The Merc" and the breadbox
over the fridge full of springy, hard-crusted loaves. And
yet, it is Grandmama's kitchen, where we meet to nibble
collard greens and patlijan ', bits of lamb and taramah",
yogurt and borek'; where we meet to hug in secret, gossip
with an audience, vent in jest and fight in earnest, and
always, to make tea.
the sounds are Italian opera, Simon and Gasfunkel, cat-
bird calls and cat claws on carpet, light snoring, pages turning,
lips smacking. the arm chair in the corner has a seat if beaten up
maroon velvet, the one by the book shelf is covered in a scratchy,
stinging piece if TUrkish carpet, and the one facing away from
the TV is made if balling up mustard yellow wool. the couch
is ne 1980s-and deeplY indented on the lift side, where
Grandmama roosts. the room's centerpiece, like a batteredfami!)!
idol, is a torn and taped 1986 newsprint edition if the New
York Times Crossword Puzzle Dictionary. it sleeps on its altar
Grandmama's ottoman, black with smeared ink and fat with cut-
out piece if secret things. it is wisdom itselj crippled by age and a
lopsided spine. Grandmamaguards itJrom overzealous worshipers,
especially the cats.
the Light is Jragmented and filtered: each serious reader
finds hi own floor lamp, and the rest if us squint when it rains.
the all are wood-paneled' thefloor is parquet; the ebony statuettes
on the ca t iron book helf ga e admiringlY down on thick books
about cia sical Greek philo ophers and French impressionists. the
m II ought to be a damp moking hearth fire but instead, it is pine
ap and cold conden alum on the storm door in and out in and
out two ancient black kitty cal make their wqy everyfew hours.
in here, you talk to us. And help with this crosswc rd.
Or be quiet so we can read. The living room is wh zre
we roast, nap, fester, glare, watch the weather, watch he
ceiling fan, laugh and laugh, squabble over crossword
puzzles, and share Turkish pistachios from an old br ize
bowl while we wait for dinner.
in summertime, the geraniums in the window pUl'in
humid air and stink up the dining room. that is the only S1 'ell.
in unntet; the geraniums tickling your neck hibernate, but the
room is still too small, the glass bureau too big, toofull if fTt gile
Indonesian things. we make the tablefit eight; the.feeling is if ad:
others elbows, and afrayed plastic table cloth, beige and dusty ose.
from 1973. in the middle, a tiny silver donkey stands with his ead
bowed, waitingfor someone topinch tiny salt crystals Jrom the tir!)'
barrels roped to his flanks. the glasses are cloudedfrom autou aliI'
dishwashing, and the serving spoons are mismatched. the rou /I i\
full if light, because the dining room is reallyjust a crowded ccnn
in a wide open space: a huge room with a bqy window and tro, iral
plants, ancestral photographs and a set if claw-jo 0ted fum fun
with immaculate white upholstery. we sit on it rarely-more q 'len.
we drape it with coats, hats, and toddler toys.
The dining room is where we pretend to be civil whik \\T
needle and pound, insinuate things, hold our forks in the
left hand, and slop roasted okra on each others' ph tr .
Last December, when my cousin Lena wa n't speakin.; to
her mother (Aunt Germaine), and Grandmama wa nt
speaking to Kyla (Lena's three-year-old daughter) .nd
Uncle Alan, who had a terrible cold wasn t speakin.; to
anyone, we talked about the yogurt. It went omethilH!
like thi :
\10m: Dad why is the yogurt pink?
Kyla: Pink.
Papa ad: I don t ee anything.
\Jom: There around the edge . I it mold?
J ia: Let me see it.
I MCarl plops some on his plate.
D andmama: Yes, just eat it and if you die sooner than
\\ 're expecting ...
.I nt Germaine: It's mold.
J) 1: (sitting in the geranium patch) I can smell it from
o r here.
"\ f .m: The mold?
D. d: The yogurt. I can't stand yogurt. Why do you all
li~ , it?
P laCarl: Mold isn't pink.
.1 It Germaine: Some mold is pink. Especially on dairy
P »ducts.
.\ I n: What's the date on the container?
N /JaCarl: Englewood, Colorado.
(I '[ghter)
.\ .m: Where's the lid? It's on the lid.
J) d: (from the kitchen) November 24th. It's a month
01 .
H 'aCarl: (still reading the carton) Mountain High Yogurt.
( ntain live cultures. May turn pink. Heh, heh, heh.
I I}one laughs but Grandmama.
(, 'ldmama: It's rotten. Let's get rid of it.
P, a Carl: (plops more yogurt on his spanikopita) It's
U( d.
(, ( 'ldmama: Ahoo, he's going to die.
.\1 11: You're always finding new ways to kill yourself,
I I.
~) 'ICarl: a ses the yogurt to nele Alan, who sets
It 111 r nt of me) Mold is good for you. Blue ch esc.
P I i illin.
.\1. hudd ring) I m allergic to penicillin. Get that out
01 .1('1' .
('lalit/mama: (di po ing of the yogurt) \\'c're going to hCl\'C
to l t th P op Tea out ar n t \; e.
I I ~:, tting d wn hi fork) It alway. com . to that with
tl I family. hat your olution to \'erything.
Me: PapaCarl's on antibiotics, i. 11 't he?
Grandmama: How' the fish?
Mom: Delicious.
Shortly after, Uncle Alan's chair broke under him and
we laughed so hard we fc)rgot ah HIt the yogurt, along
with why, cvcral of us weren't speaking to l ach ot her.
the lZg/zt is/rom the telemsio», blu« and.loolltill,!!., and thr
sound is cf ooices, real and transmitted. 11t(' taste is (1/ dl'.ll'II
raspberry trifle unthfresh whiIJI)('(/ cream, duicotatc rltij) ({JO!lil'l, OJ
store-bought pie a/~Y desert unll do. lit c IlIId/,jm 1~/j}({(;(//I, il
the oxygen through his lube'.!')r tl« res! (1/ III, i/\ lit I' 7( '(11 //11//1('//
o] old wood and electronic hmt. //Iiw,II(///('()JlI ItfiJ/()()/JII and iuv
mom's adolescent painting» adorn thr icalls: II/( jllr/w(lJd tabh in
the middle isforfeet, or an rvlra vcat t, lim II" , /(J (,(ltd.
PapaCarl's room, a little c1O'iet oil' the huge 1()(1I11 witl:
Icgant Iurniturc, contain ...two man- i/.('c1 chail'" all I a
TV d 'voted to K fc)otball.' I hi. i \\h(,1C' \\ C' pl.l~ ( .11 cI
smile 0\'('1' pictun s, talk Oil thr phOIH', Ii ICIl 10 .\il 1'01 ('
stories, tell college stori('.." rca I IIll' pap('1 al cI 101g('t 10
answer the place \\h('I'{' \\c· !l'tH'al \"H'11 tI\(' killltl'll
gets too hot.
'1Iti.1 11Ol/1(', (llo})g lt llli lilt 1)(/(!~)fl1d It !lOll /1l1{l'lIIt/al
.1lR.ling .~el (;rrlJldJJlm!Ja lUll !rfll/\j{Jf lIlul illto fill tlolul/fll, jllfllll
.stand, and Ihejl-r1Jl1 jw/c!l l lit /( l.lllfl j1ml1lt If( 1 1!.:fl111t1I (/Ild "!)
cousin .1JlJlfl (I})t! I 111m!. l!lo!J, II (/1 /fl1l1llim to 1111 (/\ lilt III IhIt
go/djillt }/('dJ(/((' ("llJldlllalllfl II ,a/l (//(/1/1111 Ii 1 11(( /. (Jf lilt I fl)
PajJ(/(;ar! dOll'l !.ildJ(IJ dUllt'1I1 It Itlt /11\ h Ill. II' a jill It oj
'JilJk~)' WIt(,}l'l'll Jl('(( r b(( ll: (/ I,iu I oj (/11 J(J that 11JI1\ II d: mill
a jJi('((' (!/ hi :(/nf' illi/( IIlll})f( l!lal (fII) Oll!) hi "! II
'It/ll.ilft j/ll , (/!!.II/fIIll ,lil'
!lIft '.!!.~dll'
II"III/I,IIII/Itl ("tll,. (J/ 11/1/(/1 h 1'"
April Edward i a senior studying journalism and
profe ional writing. For her photograph, she studied Carolyn Johnson is a senior elementary education m.jor
abroad la t semester in Germany, and took her film and German minor.
cam ra with h r. Film i difficult to find in Europe, and
\ h n ou do find it it' u ually very expensive for only Jon Krause is a senior creative writing and humaruur
on roll. he only used her camera when she saw major. Next year he will either go to graduate school 1110
int r tin' unusual or b autiful things, like a million become a famous Hollywood movie director or move 110
an and no mon tcr at Loch e in Scotland. his parent's basement and get a job as an office bitch. He
can't wait to wail on his new guitar and play around \ ilh
nior art major, concentrating in his new Mac, both of which ar in the mail. \ aitinz i
turmoil.
ContributorsJ
Notes
1 aylor Bryan is a sophomore Spanish and
communications TV/radio major from Houston, Texas.
He heard about the Lighter from one of his friends who
ncouraged him to submit his pictures.
artrnan i a junior art major/ukulele pla r
mUI
unt drivin . ar und with zood
pl at thr a.m. produ tivc.
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Kelsey Howard is a junior political science . nd
humanities major who loves to spend her time sitt ng
barefoot on her front porch while playing guitar in he
sunshine. Her inspiration comes from food, wo cis,
music, and friends ... thanks guys.
MichaeleneJewett is ajunior creative writing and gra} 'lie
design major. Writing has been a part of her life si ICC
she was little. She found a secure place where she car let
her emotions speak for shemselves. Her greatest soi IT<'
of inspiration has always been her grandfather who ( co
of lung and liver cancer about 7 years ago. The P' 'Ill
"Ghosts" was inspired by Joel Sheesley's portrait of an
elderly couple embracing in the woods. The woman
looked confused, inspiring her to write about Alzhein. T'S
Disease. The man became the voice of the poem, .hc
one who looked after his wife and watched her slowly ~Iip
away. She hoped to capture how life has passed, but hi~
compassion and love for his wife has kept them toget ICI'.
Love is always an important motivator behind all icr
poems.
Du tin Lawr nce is a enior tud ring political
and journali m. The thought that lead to hi grc,t t'
\ rk ari e from a deep fa cination and unholy de. in Jill
anarch in it pur t form.
Jc 111 Linstrom is a third-year coffee drinker who would
Iil , a nap but feels a little too skittish about the idea and,
d. Ig it, the alarm keeps going off. He's only had one
Ih ing dream that he recalls, although he rode a broom
u two others, and imagines that you might count the
der Man one as well. Primary credit for his ideas
it. luded here goes to his parents, 24 college students, the
.11 IW (not missed), a live-action mystic from Dorado, and
tl It Great Host of Depressing Sociologists, with love.
n Lund is a sophomore art major who is a fan of good
11 sic, the Cubs, listening to good music while watching
tl Cubs, and photography. lawlz
bbie Onofrey is a freshman journalism major and
c itive writing minor. His inspiration comes from
11 ure, people, and his favorite writers (Chuck Palahniuk,
,. IlC t Hemingway, Amy Hempel, Raymond Carver,
D nald Ray Pollock).
.\ Illy Reynolds is a junior Spanish and International
vice major. She took "window" from the top of a
(1(Jllble-decker bus in Puebla, Mexico. She likes cupcakes .
.\ )t.
II h m Rifai is a junior biology major. Thc second
I ( eh in the chapel view lounge on a sunny Monday
III lining i his playground.
K rl tra cn is a graphic design student in the 20 I I
\ c pIa .. Hi work i primarily influ need by traveling
elJl ling n w people ulturc and Ian Is ap 'so
I lu r f r much of hi photography contains a hint
~)rphotojournali tic in piration. However, some of his
II a hay I d to digital proce: ing and manipulation,
<.11 win, him to hangc thc context and meaning of
ul~ . 't matt r. H i, al. 0 from lolorado and njoy
being in the outdoors biking, hiking and camping in his
free time.
Megan Telligman is a junior biology/en ativc wrttlng
major who i picking up bad habits right and left. She
enjoys symmetry, paranoia, and losing her voice.
Robert Thompson is a junior marhcruatics ,111<1
philosophy major. His sources of' inspiration include the
human condition, his psyche and his fi'eakill' CI\\!eSOIlH
cat.
Stephanie Wood is a senior Elementary E luc.uiun ,IIHI
Spanish major who aspires to return to " iurkruaru-n
after graduation, but as the teacher this tiuu: I<Itlin than
the student. She was finally able to take <I photogl "ph
class (her first complete Iy electi\ C cl<l s~ <Ill I illg Ill'l
last scmcsu r at VU, and she ha th(JJOll~hl) clIjO)('<I
the experience. She is reall) C' 'cited th"t Ill'l \\ 01 k is
appearing in this issue or the Lig-htc'l.

I h Li hter i currently accepting submis ..ion: for the Fall ~()() (dillO!l ~1l
thc.lightc r((lJyalpo.cclu

